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The notion of the localization of a ring with respect to a topologising 
and idempotent system of ideals has been introduced by Gabriel in [4] 
(II, Section 2). 
A topologising and idempotent system of ideals for the ring B is in fact an 
additive Grothendieck topology ([I 11, [ 121, [ 131) for the preadditive category 
with only one object A and with morphisms the elements of A. 
To abbreviate we shall denote an “additive topology” simply by “topology”. 
All rings are commutative. If A is a ring and 27 a topology on A and X an 
A module, we shall denote by X, the localized module of X with respect to F, 
or the closure of X with respect to F (the last form is more convenient). 
In particular, A, will be the closure of A with respect to F and there is a 
canonical morphism of rings 4’1 : il + 11,. 
This paper will present some results concerning the topologies obtained for 
a commutative ring and the localizaton ring. To make this paper self- 
contained, we recall in the first section the definition of localization and we 
present some general results which contain, in particular, some of the results 
of [14] and [ 181. In Section 2 we get some results concerning topologies on 
a commutative ring which generalize some of the results contained in the first 
part of [I 81. We get a partial answer for the problem raised in [18] concerning 
the minimal topologies for a commutative ring (Proposition 2.7). 
Section 3 starts with some results which allow us to characterize flat 
epimorphisms of rings. 
In Section 4 we are concerned with the relation between the concept of a 
localization ring and notion of a preflat morphism and a flat epimorphism. 
One shows that a morphism of rings q~ : A --f B is preflat if and only if B is the 
localization of y(A) with respect to some topology. As an application we show 
if nt is a maximal ideal of a commutative ring and if nt is a direct summand 
then A/m is injective. 
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Using the concept of localization ring we try to clarify the construction for 
the ring M(A) introduced in [8]. 
To conclude, we note that the concept of localization ring has been used to 
obtain many results in the theory of rings; SW for instance [3], [4] and [18]. 
1. Sam DEFINITION AND I'REI.MI~.~RY IIESIJLTS 
All rings considered will be commutative rings with unity; morphisms 
are supposed unit preserving; mod(ag) is the category of unitary modules over 
A; by {a : x) we denote the ideal of those elements y E- .1 such that y” E (1. 
An addit;Ee topology on the ring =Z (also called a topology on ZA or a topo- 
logising idempotent system on il, [4]) is a nonvoid set F of ideals of d satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) IfaCbandatF,thellbtF; 
(ii) If a EF and a’ is an ideal of ,,2 such that {a’ : si EF for all s t (I, then 
~‘EF. 
If n, (I’ E F, then a’ C {act’ : xl for all s t (I, and hence (lo’ E F; this proves 
also that no’ E F and finally a n (I’ EF. If n EF, then (11 : s) EF for all .V ET =I. 
A full subcategory 9 of any Abelian category .c/ with generators and 
exact filtered colimits (Grothendieck category) is localizing ([4], Ch. III, 
Section 2) if the following conditions arc satisfied: 
(a) If the ends -X’, .X” of an exact sequence of objects of .r/ 
are in c9 then X is also in R and conversely. 
(b) If 1 is a set and (X,}<,r are objects of 9, then LIltl Xi E .% (u denotes 
the coproduct of objects of ~1). 
Let F be a topology on A. Take -qF) to be the full subcategory of mod(A) 
consisting of all those Lg modules X such that the annihilator of every element 
of Y is inF. Then 5& is a localizing subcategory of mod(.4), and F --f .3& I 
is a one-to-one correspondence between topologies on i3 and localizing 
subcategories of mod(A) ([4], Ch. V, Section 2). 
Let .d be a Grothendieck category, .g a localizing subcategory of it and S 
an!; object of .d. We say that X is an P-closed object if any monomorphism 
i: X - Y, whose cokernel is from ,F, has a retraction; i.c., there is a 
morphism p : I: ---+ X with p 3 i ~= id, ([4], Ch. III, Section 2). 
\Vc need the following: 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let XI be an Abelian category with injective enoelopes, and let .F 
be a localizing subcategory. For X E .cl’ let X9 denote the largest subobject of S 
contained in %. Then there is a morphism ul, : X - X, unique up to isomorphism, 
with the follozcing properties: 
(1) kcr($,), coker(+,) E 9; 
(2) X is S-closed. 
One obtains X and $x in the following fashion: let Q be any S-closed 
object containing X/X, , e.g., an injective envelope of S/X,, . Let 
I ~~ Q/(SjAY,,) with the canonical map ‘L: : Q -+ I-. Then X ~~ G-‘(I~,), 
and I+!J~ is the composite map: S -> . -Y/X3 --, X. Moreover, the localization 
functor 
L : .r/ + .d 
is given by LX =: X (Proof in [4], pp. 367-375). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. P?i’th assumptions as in Lemma 1 .I, let f : S’ + S be 
a morphism, where X is .9 closed, and let g : LX’ ---f .I- be the unique morphism 
with g c I/I = f, i.e., g = Lf under the identification X -: LX. Then: 
(i) ker(g) = L[ker( f )]; 
(ii) If ker(f) =I ker($)(=X&) or Ijr L is exact, then Im(R) r: L(Im(f)). 
Proof. (i) 1, left exact => ker(Lf) = L[ker( f )]. 
(ii) (a) L exact m.- Im(Lf) 2 L[(Im(f )]. 
(b) If ker( f) :; ker(4) == X,& , then X’ - S’jS> a Im( f) C _Y. 
I,T,s’ ::.: L(Av’/S(,) = L[Im( f )] C S. Th e as composition of morphisms i:;g. 1 t 
For xl = = mod(A), wc consider a topology F on r-l. Let .% be the associat cd 
localizing subcategory. Then for any A-E mod(A) we write X = S, . 
According to [4], C’h. V, Section 2, 
LX = X, = km- Hom,(a, S/S,F), 
and ifix coincides with the composite map: 
s ----f s/g, -7~ Hom,(A. ,Y/S,) -----f A-, . 
In particular, A, is a ring and $A = 4’, : A + A, is a ring morphism. We 
denote by yF the kernel of $A . 
LEMMA 1.3. Let F be a topology on -4, (I t F and f : (I -> X a morphism 
of .-I modules. Then there is a morphism f’ : il + X, qf -q modules such that 
f’ i, =- $xc”f. 
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For X E mod(A) the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 4, : X + X, is an isomorphism (that is X is in .9 OY is F-closed). 
(ii) For any ideal n E F and any mol;bhism f : 11 - S there is a unique 
morphism f’ : A - X such thatf’ ,, .f. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Let F, F’ be two topologies on the ring A; we will write F C F’ (read F is 
less fine than F’) if the set F is contained in the set F’. By the preceding 
lemma it follows that every F-closed A module is also an F-closed A module 
and hence for every .A moduie X the diagram: 
is commutative for a unique yx. 
PROPOSITION I .4. Let F C F’ be additive topologies on A and let cp : A-3,-+ AFf 
be the unique ying homomorphism such that T o 11~ = I/J’. Thelz 
(1) Wrp) = (YF,/YF)F; 
(2) If 7-p = 7-F’ ) or ifthe functor AY - X‘, is exact, then Im(p) is the subring qf 
A,, formed with those h E A,, such that {$‘(,4) : X} E F. 
Proposition 1.4 is a consequence of Proposition 1.2. This form is more 
convenient for applications. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let {FrjlE1 be a set qf topologies on ‘4, such that Fi CF 
for some topology F on A and let F’ -: filGIFi . Suppose that yFc m_ rFfor every 
i E I. Then 
(i) rF, = yF; 
(ii) A, C A,for eaery i, and A,, : niE1 A, 
Pyoqf. (i) If xtYF, then for every i t I there is an ideal a, E F, such that 
xui = 0; it is clear that xiSl ui EF’ and hence x E rF, that is pF == rF’ 
(ii) Clearly, A,, C -4, for every i E 1. If h E nitI A, then for every i E I 
there is ni EF, with a,i E A/r, (Proposition 1.4.), hence (CiE, ai) X E -4/r, 
which implies X E A,. 
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2. SOME REMARKS ON THE ADDITIVE TOPOLOGIES OF RIKGS 
These remarks will be used for certain applications. We shall call any 
topology F on z4 a locally finitely generated topology if F has a cofinal subset 
consisting of finitely generated ideals. 
Let 7 be the partially ordered set of all topologies on the ring A and 7’ the 
subset of all locally finitely generated topologies (for instance, if A is 
Noetherian, then 7 z 7’). Each ring has at least two topologies: the finest 
(the discrete) consisting of all ideals of A and the coarsest consisting only of 
the idcal A; we shall never consider these topologies as belonging to 7 or 7’. 
Let FE 7, if p E spec(A) (the set of prime ideals of A) and p 4 F, then for 
every atF, an(A -p)+ :? and hence F C F, where F, is the topolog! 
associated with the multiplicativ:e system A - p. It is clear that F, is an 
element of 7’ and 
FC flFP. (1) 
VW 
Suppose F is an element of 7’ and n an ideal of A not in F. If (nili is a totally 
ordered set of ideals containing a, not in F, then vi ai $F and by Zorn’s 
lemma there is an ideal containing a not in F and maximal with this property. 
If 6 is an ideal of A, not in F and maximal with this property, then 6 is a 
prime ideal; indeed, if my E 6 and X, y $6, then 6 + (x) and 6 + (y) are in F 
and hence [b :I~ (~)][6 + (y)] C 6 EF, which is a contradiction. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.1. Let F be an additive topology on A. 
(i) If p is an ideal, maximal in the set of ideals not in F, then p is a prime ideal. 
(ii) If F is in 7‘ and Q $ F, there exists an ideal p 3 a and maximal in the set 
of zdeals loot in F. 
(iii) If F is in T’, then 
F= (-) F,. 
VIF 
Proof. \$-e must only prove that ifF is an element of T’ then F 3 fl,,$FFv . 
By (i) and (ii) if ct $ F then th ere is a prime ideal p 3 n, p 6 F, from where we 
get a &FL, and a $ npeFFI,. 
COROLLARY 2.2. ([18]) The results of Proposition 2.1. are true for every 
topology of A if A is Noetherian. 
If ~1 has no divisors of zero, then the set of all nonzero ideals is a topology 
which we shall denote by the letter T; it is clear that A, is the quotient 
field of A and that $: .+’ - -4, is the canonical inclusion. If F is any topology 
on A, then yF ~~~ 0 and hence A C .+lF C -4,. IfF is an element of :‘, then 
COROLLARY 2.3. (I) Let :I be (I ring without divisors of zeyo und F au 
element of T’. Theu: 
11-c denote by (.vi ,..., A,,) the ideal generated of the elements .v, ,..., .v,, of z4. 
If E’ is a topology on .-1 then a, b E F :- ab E F; conversely, if F is a set of 
ideals of A4 with the preceding property, then it does not follow that P is a 
topology, as it is shown in exercise 2, Section 3, Ch. 11, [3]. This is, !rowever, 
true if we suppose in addition that F contains a cofinal system of finitely 
generated ideals. Indeed if a’ EF and n is an ideal such that for cv-ery s (I- (I’ 
(n : xl EF, then a’ contains a finitcly gcneratcd ideal b EF, b =I (,ui ,..., .v,,) and 
{a : Xi] 3 (y&.,yfJ ~-~ lti El; (1 -.,. i : ’ It). 
It is clear that n, . . . u,,(si ,..., x,,) C III and hence u EF. 
A set I: of ideals of -4 such that a, b E F . . ab EE’ and CI E P’, b 1 ci -- b E F 
is a multiplicative system of ideals. \1’e hxvc just proved 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Ikeg multiplicative sptcm of ideals having a cofinal 
system of finitely generated ideals is an rlenzenf ?fT’. 
C’oR0I.I..\lw 2.5. ([ 181, Proposition 1 .7.). 
For Noetherian rings, multiplicative systems and additive topologies are 
equivalent notions. 
For instance, if cl is a finitely generated ideal of A, then the set F’(,, of all 
ideals such that b I) a”’ for some natural number 12 is a topology. 
Let Al he a nonvoid subset of spec(A) and let Faw lx the set of all ideals u 
such that V(n) C M [r(u) is the set of all prime ideals containing (I]. F,,, is an 
additive topology; indeed, if a’ E FM and (1 is such that {c : x} EF,~~ for any 
s E n’ and p E V(n), then for any x t (I’ vve have 
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It follows that (I’ C p or {a : X} C p and in both cases we get p E ,M. Hence 
V(a) C M and a $ FM . The localizing subcategory associated with F, is the 
catcgor!- of all AJ modules X such that sup(X) C M. 
In particular, we have the topology F1,(,) associated with any ideal a of -4. 
If ~12 is a nonvoid subset of spec(A), F,,,r is not in general an element of T’, 
but every element of 7’ is an F, for a suitable M. Indeed, let F be an element of 
T’, ill F n spec(A) and a an ideal such that I-(a) C 111; if a $ F, then by 
Proposition 2. I there is a prime ideal p $ F such that a C p and this i:; a 
contradiction. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.6. (1) Let JVI be a nonvoid subset of spec(A) and F,, be the 
sef qf all ideals a in A with I;(a) C M; F,W is an additive topology on ‘4. 
(2) I:‘wry topology F on .4 which is an element of T' is of the fype F,, -,c:ith 
ill F n spec(.4). 
(3) (f a IS an zdeal of =1, Fv(,) is the set of all ideals such that I’(b) C l’(a). 
is (1 topology less jine than any element F oj 7’ such that a E F. If (1 is 
;2:/, _ Lgene~ated, then Fy(,,) is the set qf all ideals rontainitlg a power of (1. 
The ordered set T of all topologies on =;Z is inductive and so is T’. It is an open 
question to determine the maximal elements of 7. Here we shall determine the 
maximal elements of 7’. 
Let p E spcc(A); we recall that by F, WC denote the set of ideals a of A such 
that (1 contains an element which is not in p. Evidently, F, is an clcmcnt of 7’. 
hOI~OSlTIOS 2.7. J!laaximal elements qf r’ and minimal prime ideals qf .-I 
are in one-to-one correspondence. 
Proof. Let p be a minimal prime ideal and F an element of 7’ finer than 
F, . Let a $ F; by Proposition 2.1 there is a prime ideal p’ with a C p’, p’ $ F; 
Let us hal-e p’ + p. From the minimalitv of p wc derive that p’ conatins an 
element of the complementary of p and thus p’ is contained in F, But this is 
false. Thus, we may conclude that p -:- p’ and consequently p $8’. Going 
further we derive that any ideal from F contains an element of the complemen- 
tary of p, and thus it is in F, . Finally, we have F .z F, 
Converscl\-, if F is a maximal element of T’, then there is a prime ideal 
p$FandF -(I I-‘eFFp (Proposition 2.1). But then F 7 F, for every p $ F. 
It is clear that if p, p’ $F then F, = F,, -:- p == p’. Hence F _=- F, for some 
minimal prime ideal p. 
COROLLARY 2.8. ([IS]) If i3 is Soethevian kg, then there are a finite 
number of maximal topologies on A. They are of the type F, wit?1 p a minimal 
prime ideal. 
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Here is another example of an element of 7’. Let p : A + B be a homo- 
morphism of rings and let F, be the set of all those ideals a of A such that 
q(a)B = B. FV is an element of T’ by Proposition 2.5. 
3. PREFLAT AND FLAT ~ZPIMORPIIISMS OF RINGS 
Let q~ : d --f B be a homomorphism of rings, and let us denote by 
q.+ : mod B ---F mod A the “forgetful functor” and by B On ? its left adjoint. 
Let us consider 0 : B t2A ? + Id mod B an adjunction morphism. Clearly 
for any B module M, the morphism QM : B Oa 1%’ - ,1/T is defined by 
@,(b @ m) : bm (extended by linearity). It is well known ([S], Ch. I) that ‘p* 
is full and faithful if and only if @ is a natural &morphism. On the other 
hand in the category of all commutative algebras over A, the diagram: 
is co-Cartesian, where i, and i, are defined by: i,(b) =- b (3 1, i,(b) 1 6) b, 
and the morphism @s : B NA B ---F B is the codiagonal; i.e., @s . i, == 
@B . iz ~ idB. 
Obviously QB is an isomorphism if and only if i, and i, are identical 
isomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 3. I. For the morphism CJJ : iz ---f B of rings the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) p is an epimorphism of rings; 
(2) QB is an isomorphism; 
(3) q* : mod B - mod A is a full andfaithfulfunctor; 
(4) B @a Wd41 = 0; 
(5) For any b E B there exist elements (aiiS1. i n/l, i 7n of A, and elements 
b 1 ,..., b,, , and,& = 6, Pe ,..., plrl of B such that 
(b) for any j. 
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We leave the proof to the reader. 
A list of these assertions as well as some other ones has been previously 
published in [9] and [15]. 
We will give some consequences of this proposition. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose q~ : A ---f B is an epimorphism of rings. Then-for 
any element b E B there exist elements a, ,..., a,, , x1 ,..., x, of A and b, ,..., b, E: B 
such that: 
(a’) 1 daj) bj = 1, 
(‘2’) 2 p(xj) bj = b. 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.1.(5), we consider a, = a,, ,..., a,, = al,,, 
and then we use (b), multiplying that equality by b; and taking the sum over 
3 we get 
b = 1 g;(.~j) bj 
(with x1 ,..., xm canonically defined). 
Remark. Corollary 3.2 may be used to verify that the class of quotient 
objects of one ring is really a set (in the category of commutative rings). 
COROLLARY 3.3. If in the commutative diagram of rings 
9 is ajat morphism and u an epimorphism, then v is a pat morphism. 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.1.(3) for any C module X, we have 
XeCOAXand then BOcX~BOc(COAX)~BOaX. 
Let q : A + B be a morphism of rings; for an element b E B we denote 
by [b] its class modulo v(A) and by {v(A) : b} the annihilator of [b] in d4, i.e., 
(v(A) : b) = {x ( x E A, with v,(x) b E v(A)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For the morphism q~ : A + B of rings the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) For any b E B, B Ba ([b]) = 0 [([b]) is the A submodule of B generated 
by PII. 
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(2) Fov any prime ideal p of J zcith p 6 F, the canonical morphism: 
F1, ~~ ‘p @?jA A, : A t>JA rl F, - B gA A 1, 
is a surjection [A, is the ring of fraction of L-1 zcith respect to the complement of 
p ([3] Ch. II)]. 
(3) For any element b E B there exist elements b, ,..., b,, E B, a, ,..., a,, t A 
such that the follozLing condition is verified. 
(2) c da,) b, = 1 
(P.P.) 
O-J) &i)b E 44 forany 1 :,i.: 72 
(4) Fur any finite set ,E$ ,..., p,,, E B there are elements a, ,..., a, E A, 
b 1 ,..., b, E B such that 
(P.P.)’ 
(b) d4 Pj E 44 
for any couple (i, j), 1 5: i < n; I I:; j <:m. 
(5) For any element b E B, (q~(~4) : 61 E F(,: , i.e. 9(19(A) : b})B = B. 
Proof. (1) 2 (2). It is clear that B OR [B/p(A)] =- 0 and moreover, if 
.F is the localizing subcategory associated to F, , then B/F(A) E 9. 
But F, is an element of T’, hence F, ~: &,$F F, (see Proposition 2.1 .(iii)). 
It follows that for every prime ideal p which is r&t in F, we have B/v(A) E & 
(the localizing subcategory associated to FJ, hence A, gA [B/p(A)] = 0. 
Thus, if in the exact sequence 
we take the tensor product by A, then we conclude that 9pp is a surjection. 
(2) > (1). Conversely, if for every prime ideal p $ F, q,, is a surjection, we 
deduce that B/F(A) E 9”lp hence B/v(A) E .9 = npgF Fv hence for every 
[b] E BIdA), AnnPI EF, , thus (PI) @A B 7~ 0 (we haqe used Proposition 2.1 
because F is an element of 7’). 
The equivalence (1) o (3) follows if we apply Lemma 10, Section 2 [3] to 
the element 1 @ [b] E B aA [B/q(A)]. 
(3) o (4). Assume that for ,& (1 < i < m) there are elements ali,..., a& E A 
and bIti,..., bh, E B which satisfy the condition P.P.). 
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Then the elements 
satisfy the condition (P.P.)‘. 
!Vc shall omit the (easy) proof for the remaining equivalences. 
1Ye call a morphism q~ : A ---f R of ringspreflat when it satisfies the equira- 
lence assertions of Proposition 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let p? : .4 -+ B be a prejat morphism. Then 
(1) q is an epimorphism of rings. 
(2) For every ideal b in B, b = q#y-l(h)]B. 
(3) If A is a Noetherian ring, then B is also a Noetherian ring. 
(4) The canonical mapping ([6], Ch. I, Section 3) 
G : spec B -+ spec A 
gives a homeomorphism between spec B and the image of ‘pa taken with the 
induced topology. 
(For spec B and spec A we use the Zariski topology.) 
Proof. The assertion (1) follows from Proposition 3.1. (2) and Proposition 
3.5.(l). The assertions (2) and (3) are obvious. The assertion (4) follows 
from (2). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Every flat epimorphism of rings is a prefrat morphism. 
Proof. If F is an epimorphism, then B @A [B/q(A)] = 0 and for every 
subobject X C B/p(A) we shall have B !aA X :- 0 since B is flat; particularly, 
B ga ([b]) is zero and the result follows from Proposition 3.5.(l). 
Clearly, there exist preflat morphisms which are not flat, for example the 
morphism 2 ---f Z, . Now we give a characterization for the flat epimorphism 
in terms of the preflat morphisms. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let ‘p : A + B be a ring e&morphism. The foflozcing 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) q~ is a flat epimorphism. 
(2) v is prejlat and for every x E ker p, B @A (x) = 0. 
(3) For every prime ideal p $ F, the cano?zical morphism F, = q~ @A A:, is 
a ring isomorphism. 
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Proof (1) -I- (2). Clearly v is preflat and then WC apply I,emma 10, 
Ch. I, Section 2 of [3]. 
(2) -’ (3). By Proposition 3.2, for every prime p $kl, , <pI! is a surjection. 
‘I’hen it is sufficient to prove tllat --Jp ‘Ii’A kcr q 0, this means for each 
22 E ker gj, there exists s iI A ~~ p such that s.\ 0. Since B i<ja (x) 0 
\vt! ha\c 1 /,, .z 0 for x CT kcr qx ‘l’hen by Lemma IO,Section 2, Ch. I of [3] 
there csists a1 ,..., a,, E -I, 6, ,..., h,, c H such that I xi IBM and 0,~ = 0, 
I i I1 
If for every 1 i II, a, t &l, then \ve have v;(p)B B which is not true; 
it follows that thcrc exist i such that f7, $ p. 
(3) (2). It is clear that _ I 1, is a flat .-J module for every p E spec =1 and if 
yp is an isomorphism then ker p ,.,; A :I, 0 for ever). prime p $l$ . Thus, 
kcr q~ c .%$, for every prime p $ If:, Hence kcr y i; .P. It follows that for ever! 
s E ker cp, Ann ,Y cF, and then clearly xv-e have (,Y) +,, 11 ~- 0. 
(2) (1). N’e must pro\.e that B is a flat z-J module. By Proposition 1.13 
Section 2, Ch. I of [3] let hc (I~ ,..., CL,, E :J. h, ,..., h,, t R such that 
x:L v(ui)b, ~~ 0. Take also elements .x, ,..,, s,,, E <J, /$ ,..., p,,, i: B such that the 
condition (P.P.) is satisfied for 6, ,,.., /I,, . ‘I’hcn \ve have 
h, 1 T(S,) h/j, for every 1 i ’ 12. 
But QJ(X,)hi = gj(.x,,,), s,, t .A, and then for everyj we have 
Ohservafion. ‘I’he equivalence (1) -: ;. (3) ut 1 . ‘ro3osition 3.7 is also formu- 1 
lated in [8] Proposition 2.4. 
COROLLARY 3.8. /<T!evy preyat monomorphism is a fiat t$morphism. 
I’woj. If F : A mm, B is a ring epimorphism and j 1 is a division ring, then up 
is a flat epimorphism and hence it is prcflat; the result follows now from the 
condition (P.P.) of Proposition 3.5. 
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4. CONKECTIONS BETWEEN PREFLAT ~:IORPHISMS AND LOCALISATION I<INI;S 
Let q : il --f B be a ring morphism; we denote by 4, the subset of B 
consisting of those elements b such that there exist xi ,..., x’,, E 4, b, ,..., b,, (3 B 
with the following properties. 
(3) 2 44 bi = 1, 
L 
It is clear that A, is a subring of B which contains 9~(~4) and that p has the 
canonical decomposition: 
where u is a monomorphism of rings, and p is the canonical surjection. ‘\Ye 
give now an interpretation of A, using the concept of localization. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. With the above notation, let F, be the topology on -4 
consisting of all ideals a fey which p(a)B = B. Then A, is the localization of 
F(A) with respect to this topology and t is the canonical morphism (i.e., in the 
nofafion in Section 1, t = YVcA)). 
P~roof. First we show that A, is F-closed. Consider a E F, and letf : a ---f il, 
be an A-mod& morphism. Then there exist a, ,..., a, E A, b, ,..., b,, E B, 
with x:L cp(a,)bi ~ 1. Now consider the element b ~= x:,f(ai)bi which is in B. 
It is clear that for every 1 .< J’ < 71, F(aj)b -= C< rp(aj)f (4bt = Cif (a,a,)bi L 
[xi p(a;)bj].f(aj) :: f (ai) because f is an A-module morphism. Butf(a,) E A, 
for every 1 < j 5; 12, and f rom the construction of d, there exist x1 ,..., x, E A, 
P 1 ,..., p7,& E B, with Ciz OPT; = 1 and p(x,;)f(a,) E p(A) for every (k,j). 
Let us consider the elements xi,< : a,~, from A and &; = b$,,. from B where 
1 ., i ,; II, 1 -< k :g m. It is clear that &k) p(.+jpi,c = 1 and ~(.xi,z)b = 
Zj F(~\.~,J daj)bj = Cjf(asvxPj -= Z, da,) b, .f(lli) d~l;) -.f(aJ debt) E CP(~~)- 
Thus it is proved that b E A, . 
\Ve can define now the morphism f’ : A - -4, in the following manner: 
f ‘(.x) q(x)b. Ifs E a then f ‘(x) = xi +)f(af)bi = [xj v(a,)bf]f(.v) == f (x), 
which shows that the restriction off’ to a is exactly f. 
For the USC of Lemma 1.3 we remark that 24, does not contain elements 
diffcrcnt from zero with annihilator in F, . Also we observe that B contains no 
elements with annihilators in Fq . 
‘To complete the proof, we remark that in the exact sequence of .3 modules 
0 + F(il) ---f A, --+ A,,/cp(A4) + 0. 
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A&p(A) has th e property that the annihilator of any element is in F, , hence 
the morphism t : [y(A)lF + (Am),, is an isomorphism. The conclusion 
follows from the fact that j$, is F-closed. 
The Proposition 4.1 gives an interpretation of preflat morphisms using the 
concept of localization. With the above notations we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let CJZ : L1 --~+ B b e a ring morphism. Then the following 
assertions are e+l;alent: 
(a) g, is prejat 
(b) B is a localization of q(A) with respect to the topologyFv) and the canonical 
morphism t : ~(-4) --L B which is exactly the localizations morphism. 
Proof. The conclusion follows from the above proposition and the 
construction of L2r . 
NOW let .F be a full subcategoq of mod A consisting of ail modules -Y fol 
which B @Ia ,Y = 0; if ,Fa is the localizing subcategory associated with F, 
then it is clear that .FW C ,F. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let F : A --f B be a morphism of rings. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) p is a flat epimorphism 
(b) p induces on isomovphism bctzoeerl A, localization of A, with respect to 
E: , and B 
P 
(c) y is an epimorphism, .9 = 9, and ker q~ E 9. 
Proof. The assertions (a) G- (1,) and (a) =- (c) are obvious. \Ve prove 
(b) -:- (a). It is clear that ker 9 E .F and thus for every x E kcr 9 there exist 
(I E- FQ:,; with as =- 0. This means that there exist xL’l ,..., X, E A, and b, ,..., b,, E B 
such that xj q(m<)b, =: 1, xxi ~ 0 for every i, so that the element 
x :?I b t ker q~ @A B, we have also: 
x @ b = x @c 9)(xi) bib = 1 xxi @ bb( = 0 
f I 
which shows that (x) & B 0. From the above corollary and Proposition 
3.7, we conclude that cp is a flat epimorphism. 
For (c) mt- (a) tvc remark that B/v(A) E 9, and thus every subobject is in .F, 
so that by Proposition 3.4 we have that it is a preflat morphism. The conclusion 
follows now from proposition 3.7. 
Now let F be a topology on .q and -4, be a localization ring of .-I with 
respect to F and Z/J :A-* A, be a canonical morphism. As above, we also denote 
by F,,, the topology of A consisting of all ideals a with $(a)A, : A, . Thus 
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Fb c F. Indeed, if a E Fd, then -4&(a) C (tF C iZF . Hence if A, $(a) =: ;I,, 
then ClF ~: ‘4,. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let F be a topology on A; using previous notations the 
folIozing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) I/J : A - A, is afrat epimorphism, 
(ii) F ~~ Fti . 
The condition (ii) in Corollary 4.4 is the same as the one in Proposition 2.3, 
[181. 
COROLLARY 4.5. For any ring A, any projective simple A module is also 
injective. In particular, if A is a regular ring (in the von Neumann sense) then (zny 
minimal ideal is injective. 
Proof. If P is a projective simple module, then P = A/m where ttt is a 
maximal ideal direct factor in ,4. Then the canonical morphism p : A -+ A/w 
is a flat epimorphism of rings and according to Corollary 4.3 14/nt is the 
localization of A with respect to the topology F, . It is clear that any essential 
ideal of A is contained in F, and the proof follows according to Lemma 1.3. 
If &4 is a regular ring, then any minimal ideal is a direct factor, hence 
projective. 
Let D be the set of all ideals a of A such that for every x E A, ax =: 0 
implies s := 0. D is any topology of ,4 and the localization ring is the total 
ring of quotients of A, [7]. Let F be any topology on A for which rF -= 0. 
The F 6 D and A, is identified with the subring of Q consisting of all elements 
y for which {A : y} ~17 (Proposition 1.4). 
If cp : ,-1 -+ B is a flat bimorphism of rings, then B = A, and B is thus 
identified with a subring of Q. 
T 
Let D’ be the topology of A given by all ideals a for which aQ = Q. 
According to Proposition 4.1, A D’ is identified with the subring of Q consisting 
of all elemnts 6 such that there exist a, ,..., a, E A, b, ,..., b, E B, for which 
(I) x.i aibi = 1; (2) a,b E A for any i. According to Proposition 3.7 the ring 
,il,f has the same significance as the ring M(A) defined in [8]. There is an 
open problem: Under what conditions do the rings M(A) and Q coincide? 
The authors wish to express their thanks to Prof. S. R’IacLane for interesting 
suggestions on the manuscript. 
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